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SYNOPSIS
hen Ulja (12) is prevented from pursuing
her passion, astronomy, she decides to
take matters into her own hands. With a stolen
hearse and a 13-year-old classmate as a driver,
she makes her way across Eastern Europe to
watch the impact of an asteroid. In doing so, she
not only has to shake off her persecutors, but
also her pragmatic view of friendship and family.
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pace – a final frontier - endless expanses, millions of
stars and right in the middle of it all: VR 24-17-20, a
small asteroid on its way to Earth. But this is neither dangerous nor unusual. What is unusual is that VR 24-17-20 is
discovered by 12-year-old Ulja Funk. She has managed to
determine the time and place of impact of VR 24-17-20: in
less than 4 days in Pâtzschurk, Belarus. Ulja is the youngest child of a Russian-German family living in a small town
in the middle of Germany. Ulja is quite intelligent and runs a
thriving homework business, which has made her the richest person in the family. Much more than people, she is
interested in everything that goes on high up in space. Ulja
shares a room with grandma Olga who prays for the family every morning and evening and before and after every
meal, and leads a strictly religious regime in which girls do
not wear trousers but skirts, women do not wear make-up
and men do not want to marry women who are smarter than
them. When, during children’s mass in church, Ulja questions the Genesis and the timeline of creation she causes
a dispute among the parishioners. So, Grandma Olga and
Pastor Brotz banish everything from Ulja's life that has to
do with science. Ulja no longer has the opportunity to participate in her discovery, VR 24-17-20. So she decides to
travel to Pâtzschurk herself. And since the time until the
impact is getting shorter and shorter, Ulja hires Henk. He
is 13 years old, is one of her classmates and really has no
skills whatsoever- except: he can drive a car.
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SYNOPSIS
They set off in a stolen hearse. While Ulja and Henk realise,
that they accidentally have Grandma Olga in their trunk,
they are chased across Poland by Ulja’s family and the
parish choir, led by the pastor. At the last minute they all
make it to Pâtzschurk: VR 24-17-20 enters the earth's atmosphere and appears as a glowing fireball on the horizon.
It is a tremendous spectacle! VR 24-17-20 shrinks to golf
ball size, races straight towards the travel group around
Ulja and finally - KLÖNG! - VR 24-17-20 hits the pastor right
between the eyebrows.
It borders on a miracle: The pastor survives, Grandma Olga
has learned during the trip to accept her granddaughter as
she is, and Ulja realises, thanks to Henk, that she can actually relate to people after all and finally returns home with
a friend. And VR 24-17-20... gets a special place under the
cross in their church.
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THE DIRECTOR
WRITER
hen Ulja Funk first came across me, I didn't even know that I wanted to make films. That was some years ago and the girl back then
wasn't called Ulja, but she looked the same. Her old-fashioned skirt,
the plain blouse, the simple anorak and the prim hairstyle immediately
betrayed her affiliation to the Russian-German free church community.
I knew a bit about that community because of the family of my sister-inlaw. But the truth is, that this girl was completely conspicuous in her intended inconspicuousness. She stood out among her peers. She simply
did not fit in there. It reminded me of a feeling that I had as a child and
teenager that could be best described as ‘not attached to this world’.
This is probably also true for Ulja who feels more comfortable in space
than on Earth. She believes to have found her place up there, there she
belongs. But where we go is always connected to where we actually
come from, and that's why MISSION ULJA FUNK is not only a film about
religion and science, but rather a film about family and friendship and
about the fact that you can belong to each other, even if the other person is completely different from you and seems to be from a different
galaxy. After all, that's the way it is with love (and friendship is nothing
else than that).
The hero of my childhood once said, "All is fair in love and cheese-making!" Unfortunately he forgot one little thing, actually it should have
been: "In love, in cheese making and in cinema everything is allowed!
There is probably no better place than cinema to do justice to the immensity of space and to do the adventures of a road trip across Eastern
Europe. In my opinion, however, there is no better place than cinema
to capture the tiny details of human existence, of being with each other
and being against each other.
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arbara accidentally started her career
as a software developer and almost died
of boredom. She decided to leave her safe
and quiet life behind, did a bachelor's degree in media production and then studied
screenwriting and directing at the Academy
of Media Arts Cologne. Her graduation film
DIE BALLADE VON ELLA PLUMMHOFF was
screened at festivals worldwide, received
numerous awards and was nominated for
the First Steps Award, among others. MISSION ULJA FUNK (In Good Company, Samsa Film, Shipsboy) is her debut feature film.
Barbara is an alumna of the Academy for
Children's Media and Serial Eyes. She lives
with her wife and dog in the beautiful Ruhr
area and has not been bored for a long time.
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The theme of the film finds its origin in the characters, who in their oddness are slightly exaggerated - Papa Evgenji wants to build a nest for
the family, Mama Irina takes refuge in work, Ulja's brothers constantly
slip into different roles, Henk seeks support and Grandmother Olga, like
Ulja, is of the opinion that man's place is somewhere up there in heaven, though not with the stars, but with God.
The characters always act out of a certain laconic and pragmatic attitude, which allows for a rational and serious narrative style, and leaves
a lot of space for humour. There is a truthfulness underlying everything
and everyone, always supporting the story's theme - to open up to the
otherness of the other in order to find one's own place.
In my opinion, God and religion cannot be overlooked, because probably
there is nothing that can bring people closer together or further apart.
I was raised in a catholic family. I therefore know how ofthen relgion
triggeres conflicts within a family. And at this point, the circle between
Ulja Funk, me and the girl who laid the foundation to this story closes.
It borders on a miracle: The pastor survives, Grandma Olga has learned
during the trip to accept her granddaughter as she is, and Ulja realises,
thanks to Henk, that she can actually relate to people after all and finally returns home with a friend. And VR 24-17-20... gets a special place
under the cross in their church.
Barbara Kronenberg
P.S.: The hero of my childhood is called
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THE PRODUCERS
hen I heard the pitch of Mission Ulja Funk I immediately fell in
love with the project. It's witty, touching, smart and entertaining, and it reminded me of what I was like as a child: a nerd. I wanted
Fischer Technik and got a children's kitchen (which was already in the
corner of my room on the first day), I wanted a Carrera racetrack and
got a Barbie doll (which didn't survive long) - I was almost like Ulja Funk.
Mission Ulja Funk is told from the perspective of the main character,
12 years old. As a girl she is impressive and strange. Her love for astronomy is contagious; her logical way of approaching problems is entertaining. She doesn't know much about people, and they don't really
interest her - at the beginning of the story. She tends to look at them
superficially, and that's enough for her. But then, her trip to Pâtzschurk
shows her that there is more behind the façade of people. She also realises that she, the scientist Ulja Funk, also needs and can have friends.
However, this film is mainly about one question: Where do I belong to,
where is my place in this world? That applies to Ulja, the nerd, that applies to Henk, the supercool dude, that goes for the whole Funk family,
who don't even have their own apartment (and simply no place). Above
all, this also applies to Grandma Olga, who doesn’t really feel at home
anywhere, neither in Russia nor in Germany. So she thinks, her place is
with God.
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And throughout the story, we look through Ulja’s eyes and get a childlike but very clear, unvarnished view of the world today. That's the outstanding thing about the story, it's funny and it works, just like the central question of the film, for our core target group. But it also works for
the people who buy the tickets for our core target group: the parents
and grandparents.
Children love comedies and adventure films. Adults do the same. Ulja
proves that science is exciting and children, especially girls, who are
interested in it, are not boring. The characters are all slightly weird and
odd, but that's exactly what's so fascinating them and, by the way, Ulja
shows us that it's completely okay to be different.
Another special feature of the film is that it is also about small, every
day miracles: A chicken survives under the hood of a car, Grandma Olga
meets her long lost love again, the parents finally talk to each other
(and get their own bedroom), Henk gets the attention he wants from
his parents and Ulja? Ulja discovers that people can also be interesting.
And that it's nice to have a good friend who sticks by you no matter how
stupid you've acted. Like in real life, if you are lucky.
Roshanak Behesht Nedjad

oshanak Behesht Nedjad began her career in the film industry as festival coordinator and production manager. In 1999
she founded her first production company
Flying Moon together with Helge Albers and
Konstantin Kröning. This was followed in
2012 by the founding of LudInc, a company
that develops educational games (2016 German Computer Game Prize Serious Games
with Professor S) and in 2015 IGC Films / In
Good Company.
As a producer she focuses mainly on international co-productions, including films such as
Football Under Cover (2008, awarded the Prix
Europe Iris, the Teddy Award for Best Documentary, the Teddy Audience Award et al.)
and 32A (2008, awarded the Best Irish Script
and Best Irish First Feature Award et al.).
Roshanak also works as an expert and consultant for various institutions and teaching
organisations such as EAVE (Group Leader)
or the Academy for Children's Media. She is
a member of the German and the European
Film Academy.
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COMPANY
PROFILE
(Poland) / Producer - Joanna Szymanska
HIPSBOY is a Warsaw-based production company working on features and serialized storytelling. Founded in 2013, it is now managed by Joanna Szymańska, a producer with 15 years of experience.
Shipsboy is focused on international projects. Currently we are working
on a slate of engaging, character driven films, such as a family comedy
„Mission Ulja Funk” (Germany-Luxembourg-Poland) and „Tete couppe”
(France, Tunisia, Poland). Our most recent co-production, „Adventures
of a Mathematician”, premiered in January 2020 at the Palm Springs
IFF. Shipsboy is behind the success of „Wartime Portraits”, a docu-animated series with over 5 million viewers in Poland as well as international distribution through Netflix. Our goal is to build and develop long
lasting relationships with up-and-coming talents - the company works
with first-time writers and directors on many diverse scripts (rom-com,
dystopian love story). Shipsboy is a member of the Polish Producers
Alliance.

S
erlin and Leipzig based IN GOOD COMPANY was founded 2015 and focuses
on international co-productions, aiming to
create films that entertain on a smart level.
Therefore, storytelling is in the foreground
as well as an understanding of who the audiences of the respective films are and how to
reach them.
Together, the founders have received numerous awards with their r espective productions,
among them the European Film Award, the
German Film Award, Academy Award nomination for Best Foreign Film.
In Good Company has an extensive international network within the film industry that
guarantees additional resources and access
to talents and financing.
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Managing director and producer is Roshanak
Behesht Nedjad.
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(Luxembourg) / Producer – Bernard Michaux
AMSA FILM is, by both its size and number of films, Luxembourg’s
biggest production company. Through its involvement with Liaison
Cinématographique (Paris) and Artemis Productions (Bruxelles), Samsa Film is fully represented in the European market. Since 1986, the
company has produced over eighty feature films, as well as an equal
number of documentaries and shorts, many of which have attracted
international acclaim in festivals such as Cannes, Berlin, Venice, San
Sebastian and Toronto.
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CHARACTERS

AND KEY CAST

as Ulja Funk

as Henk von Kindermann ( Ulja’s travel complice and buddy)

LJA FUNK (12) is the youngest child of a Russian-German family who moved back to Germany before Ulja
was born. She lives in the small town of Lemheim, in the
middle of Germany. Ulja is pale, has long hair tied in a thick
braid and wears old-fashioned clothes in muted colours this is the the fashion in the free church community to which
her family belongs. She runs a flourishing homework business, which has made her the richest person in the family.
Ulja is stubborn, quite intelligent and is more interested in
what is going on high up in space than in people. Unfortunately one person in particular is not very happy about this
all: Grandma Olga, with whom she shares a room, doesn't
like Ulja's passion for science, because after all, it exposes
all the inconsistencies in the story of creation.
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ENK VON KINDERMANN (13) is a little boy in a too big body
- his heart is pure, his thoughts are not always quite comprehensible, the bones heavy, the feet big, the voice deep. He loves animals (especially dogs), cheese sandwiches (vegetarian!) and music
(sings more passionately than well). He has taught himself to drive
a car, he does not do homework, he has never travelled and his
parents care more about his little sister than about him.
“What!? You would abandon a dog? What kind of person are you?”
„Wo ist die Grenze? Hier sieht’s doch aus wie überall!“

“My journey. My rules.”
“Either you cooperate - Or: Henk ties you to a guardrail.”

omy Lou Janinhoff was born in 2006 and grew up in
Cologne. At the age of 9 she got in to acting by trying
out lessons at a children acting school in the neighbourhood. From June 2016 she had her first public theater performances and had her first appearance on film in “Vatersland” (director: Petra Seeger) as “Judith”. “Mission Ulja
Funk” is Romy’s first lead role in a feature film production.
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year old Jonas Oeßel spent the first 3 years of his life in Detroit, before moving to Germany with his parents, three siblings and numerous pets. Although he actually wanted to become
a zoo director, he discovered his enthusiasm for acting already
in 2015 through several small acting jobs for Film and Television.
“Mission Ulja Funk” is Jonas’ first lead role in a feature film. Jonas
likes to spend his free time wakeboarding and fishing. He also enjoys music a lot - he plays the ukulele and drums. He's also a big fan
of insects and fireworks.
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as Oma Olga (Ulja’s religious Grandma)

as Pastor Simon Brotz (the money-driven creationist)

MA OLGA (70) is a real matriarch, who looks a little
bit like a Matryoshka who has become too conventional. As a mother of five children and 17 grandchildren
she has always lived modestly and strictly religiously in the
sense of her Russian free church community. True to the
motto “What the farmer does not know, he does not eat”
she refuses to do anything that does not correspond to her
traditional world view. Grandma Olga prays every morning
and evening and before and after every meal for the whole
(THE WHOLE!) family. She was born in the former Soviet
Union, where her family of German descent was marginalized because of their roots and their active (German) tradition. When the family returned to Germany in the mid 90s,
a long-cherished dream came true for her and she swore
never to set foot in the former Soviet Union again. Grandma
Olga speaks with a strong Russian accent.
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ASTOR SIMON BROTZ (55), former teacher and creationist.
He would love to found a free church school where he would
want to spread the creationist world view (and set himself a small
monument). For years he has been generously diverting one or two
or more Euro of the church contributions for the financing of this
vision.
He is married to Nelly Brotz, who directs the church choir. His son
Andreas Brotz (13), to his horror, dances ballet (in tights).
“The children’s service showed: they’re not taught anything good at
school.”
“That’s right, we expect the Lord soon. Not tomorrow or the next day
or 17 years from now. Soon.”

“Bózhe moy!”
“In Russia we were always Germans, in Germany we are always Russians. We don't belong anywhere. That’s why we'll
find our home with God.”
“He who pays for the hat may wear it.”
uc Feit was born in Luxembourg in 1962 made his stage debut at the “Volksbühne in Berlin” followed by various stage appearences in Paris, Luxemburg and Berlin. He is acting for film and
television since 1994 with credits including “The Love In Thoughts”
(2002 d
 irected by Achim von Borries), “Perl oder Pica – Kleine Geheimnisse” (2005, directed by Pol Cruchten) and “The Monuments
Men” (2013, directed by George Clooney). In 2020 Feit had a leading role in the third season of Tom Tykwer’s “Babylon Berlin”, which
won the “Rose d'Or” for “Best Drama Series” that same year.

L
ildegard Schroedter started her acting career in theatre and is working as a screen actress since 2006
with parts in national and international productions such
as “The Lives Of Others” or “The Reader” and more recently
as “Minna Ritter” in Tom Tykwer’s “Babylon Berlin” Series..
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as Irina Funk (Ulja’s Mother)

as Evgenji Funk (Ulja’s Father)

RINA FUNK (42), a pretty, overworked melancholic woman. Irina is Ulja’s mother and the daughter of Grandma
Olga, married for 18 years to Evgenji Funk, with whom she
has, apart from Ulja, the twins Alexander (called Sascha)
and Johannes (called Wanja). Irina herself is the youngest of
five siblings and the only one who studied, but never worked
in her job - first there were the children, then the newly built
house burned down. Since then, Irina cleans other people’s
houses, and she loves doing that. Irina believes in God, but
she only submits to the religious terror of Grandma Olga
because of the dependency relationship. Irina was about
Ulja's age when the family came to Germany, she speaks
impeccable German, among people who do understand
Russian (family, community) she often intersperses Russian sentences.
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EVGENJI FUNK (45), a powerless loner, who is not responsible for the fire in his own home, but for the insurance paper not being signed, and thus for the family’s debts
and current housing situation. With a number of extra reconstruction measures, he is fighting against the cramped
living situation in Grandma Olga’s house. Ulja and the twins
are his pride and joy, Irina his great love, from whom he
feels light-years apart, despite the confinement. Evgenji
thinks that the members of Grandma Olga’s community are
nuts.
“Do you want to sleep in your mother’s living room forever?”
“Let’s recap: Ulja is a child, so can’t have got very far. However, she is the only one of us with a car.”

“Are you saying Evgenji and I don’t look after Ulja?!”
“Next week, it’s your turn to go to church!”

nja Schneider began her acting career in theatre in
2001 with engagement at varuous German ensembles and has been permanently engaged at the “Deutsches
Theater Berlin” since the 2016/2017 season. Anja also appeared regularly on television and cinema for several years
including roles in “AS WE WERE DREAMING” (2015 / director: Andreas Dresen) and Fatih Akin’s bestseller adaptation
“Tschick” (2016) as well the prime time Series “Charité”
(2017 / director: Sönke Wortmann, Anno Saul, Christine
Hartmann).
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CHURCH
CHOIR
HE COMMUNITY consists mainly, but not exclusively, of Russian-Germans. They believe in the imminent return of Jesus Christ, are faithful to the Bible,
have creationist tendencies. They live modestly, reject
alcohol, gambling and excessive technical progress. But
of course, all are different and that's why everyone from
fanatics to liberals is represented in the church. The parish choir actually wants to go to the Czech Republic for a
competition for church choirs, but then they involuntarily
join the trip to Pâtzschurk, and: Who knows, maybe it is
the Saviour after all, who sends a sign from the universe.

T

“In the ranks of our congregation is a young prophetess.”
“It’s nonsense for the Lord to appear in Pâtzschurk.”
“Simon said we were just taking a little detour.”
he Russian actor Ivan Shvedoff completed his training at the St. Petersburg Drama Academy in 1991 and
played various international television and cinema films
including “England” (2000 / director: Achim von Borries),
“Distant Lights” (2013 / director. Hans-Christian Schmid)
and the war drama “Enemy at the Gates” (2001 / director:
Jean-Jacques Annaud) alongside Ed Harris and Judd Law. In
2004 he was awarded the Adolf Grimme Prize for his role
in “Zuckerbrot” (2003 / director: Hartmut Schoen) as best
main character. Most recently Ivan Shvedoff starred in the
high-profile TV Series “Babylon Berlin” (2017 / director:
Tom Tykwer, Achim von Borries, Henk Handloegten).
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MUSIC
e have consciously decided to not only include choral
music and score but have also chosen well-known and
popular songs that will appeal not only to our main target group
but also to the people accompanying them to the screening:
Take That for the parents' generation, DMX for the core target
group and Pet Shop Boys for the age groups in between.
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Complete Crew list
DIRECTOR & SCREENPLAY
Barbara Kronenberg
PRODUCED BY
Roshanak Behest Nedjad IN GOOD COMPANY
with Bernard Michaux SAMSA FILM
Joanna Szymańska SHIPSBOY
IN CO-PRODUCTION WITH
Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk
DOP
Konstantin Kröning, BVK
PRODUCTION DESIGNER
Christina Schaffer
COSTUME DESIGNER
Nicole Hutmacher
HAIR & MAKE-UP
Anna Nobel-Nobielska
EDITING
Rune Schweitzer, Paul Maas
MUSIC
André Dziezuk
SOUND DESIGN
Krzysztof Owczarek
SOUND RECORDING
Zofia Moruś
CASTING DIRECTORS
Susanne Ritter, Annekathrin Heubner
PRODUCER
Linda Kirmse
COMMISSIONING EDITORS
Anke Lindemann, Nicole Schneider
ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS
Jani Thiltges, Claude Waringo, Krystyna Kantor, Aeroplan Studios

KEY CAST
CAMERA Konstantin Kröning
(Connie & Co, Käthe Kruse, Wer Küsst Schon Einen Leguan)
PRODUCTION DESIGN Christina Schaffer
(Sexual Healing, Tel Aviv On Fire)
COSTUME Nicole Hutmacher
(Wir Sind Die Welle, Agnes, Kriegerin)
HAIR & MAKE UP Anna Nobel-Nobielska
EDITING Rune Schweitzer, Paul Maas
COMPOSER André Dziezuk
(Fritzi, Tel Aviv On Fire, Colonia Dignidad)
SOUND RECORDING Zofia Moruś
(Supernova, Krew Boga, Birds Are Singing In Kigali)
SOUND DESIGN Krzysztof Owczarek
CASTING Susanne Ritter, Annekathrin Heubner
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World Sales
pti@picturetree-international.com
www.picturetree-international.com

Picture Tree International (PTI) is an energetic and
fast-growing world sales company with its headquarters in Berlin. The core business is worldwide
licensing across all platforms, with the company
maintaining a presence at all the major film and
television markets.
Alongside licensing, PTI is also able to act as your
German co-producer and local distributor via a
fully integrated business model that offers producers individual sales and financing strategies in a
results-driven and transparent partnership, something essential in today's ever changing audiovisual-industry landscape.
PTI’s line-up of up to 15 films a year is designed
to ensure the right mix of arthouse and crossover
productions to fully maximise the revenue potential of each film.
Picture Tree International was founded in December 2012 by Andreas Rothbauer and has been run
jointly by his partner and Co-Managing Director
Yuan Rothbauer since 2017.

IN GOOD COMPANY

SAMSA FILM SHIPSBOY
MITTELDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK
ROMY LOU JANINHOFF JONAS OESSEL HILDEGARD SCHROEDTER LUC FEIT ANJA SCHNEIDER IVAN SHVEDOFF CHRISTINA GROSSE JANINA ELKIN
PETER TRABNER MARTINA EITNER-ACHEAMPONG JANIS TOYGAR JONAS TOYGAR CARL BOB EMMIE LEE EPSTEIN
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY KONSTANTIN KRÖNING, BVK PRODUCTION DESIGN CHRISTINA SCHAFFER COSTUME DESIGN NICOLE HUTMACHER HAIR & MAKE UP ANNA NOBEL-NOBIELSKA
EDITING RUNE SCHWEITZER PAUL MAAS MUSIC ANDRÉ DZIEZUK SOUND RECORDING ZOFIA MORUŚ SOUND DESIGN KRZYSZTOF OWCZAREK CASTING SUSANNE RITTER ANNEKATHRIN HEUBNER
WITH THE SUPPORT OF FILM FUND LUXEMBOURG DIE BEAUFTRAGTE DER BUNDESREGIERUNG FÜR KULTUR UND MEDIEN MITTELDEUTSCHE MEDIENFÖRDERUNG
FILM- UND MEDIENSTIFTUNG NRW DEUTSCHER FILMFÖRDERFONDS POLISH FILM INSTITUTE
ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS JANI THILTGES CLAUDE WARINGO KRYSTYNA KANTOR AEROPLAN STUDIOS PRODUCER LINDA KIRMSE PRODUCERS BERNARD MICHAUX JOANNA SZYMAŃSKA
PRODUCED BY ROSHANAK BEHESHT NEDJAD WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY BARBARA KRONENBERG
PRESENTS WITH

IN CO-PRODUCTION WITH

